
Finland Hate Crime Report 2022
Information contained in this report was compiled as part of ODIHR’s 2022 Hate Crime Report.

For more information, including on previous years’ reporting, please visit: hatecrime.osce.org/finland

For more information about ODIHR’s Hate Crime Report, visit: hatecrime.osce.org/our-methodology

Summary
Finland regularly reports hate crime data to ODIHR. Finland has conducted victimization surveys to measure unreported

hate crimes. The Finnish police closely co-operates with the Finnish Human Rights League, the Finnish Red Cross and

Finnish Victim Support to develop a co-ordinated response to combat hate crimes. These organizations, along with the

national police and other key authorities, form a network tasked by Finland's Ministry of Justice with monitoring hate crimes

in Finland and developing adequate measures to prevent such crimes. Finland implemented ODIHR's Training Against Hate

Crimes for Law Enforcement (TAHCLE) programme in 2017 and went on to train over 1,000 police officers on hate crimes

before integrating the programme's hate crime modules into pre- and in-service training for police.

Hate crime data collection in Finland

Support for hate crime victims in Finland

Hate crime capacity building in Finland

Finland's hate crime legislation

ODIHR’s Key Observation
ODIHR recognizes Finland's efforts to improve its hate crime recording, data collection mechanisms, and local co-operation
practices. However, based on the available information, ODIHR observes that Finland would benefit from raising awareness
among and building the capacity of prosecutors to address hate crime.

https://hatecrime.osce.org/finland
https://hatecrime.osce.org/our-methodology
https://www.osce.org/odihr/tahcle
https://hatecrime.osce.org/national-frameworks-finland#dataCollection
https://hatecrime.osce.org/national-frameworks-finland#victimSupport
https://hatecrime.osce.org/national-frameworks-finland#capacityBuilding
https://hatecrime.osce.org/hate-crime-legislation-finland


Official Data
In addition to hate crimes, police also record cases of criminal forms of intolerance, such as defamation (504) and criminal

discrimination (71). These data are reported to ODIHR but are not included in the overall figure or in the breakdown below

as they fall outside of the OSCE's hate crime definition. The police statistics are retrieved using a different methodology

than those of the prosecutors and courts. This contributes to the discrepancy between police records and the number of

prosecuted and sentenced cases. The discrepancy is also due to the fact that a low percentage of all hate crime cases

recorded by police are flagged using a specific hate crime code in the police system; only flagged cases are dealt with as

hate crimes by prosecutors. The flagging percentage has increased in 2022, but still not all cases are flagged.

Year Hate crimes recorded by police Prosecuted Sentenced

2022 1,094 121 27



Police data by bias motivation

Cases of defamation and discrimination reported to ODIHR are not included in the breakdown below as they fall

outside of the OSCE's definition of hate crime. With the consent of the Roma community, hate crimes against Roma

people have been presented as a separate category below.

847

Racist and xenophobic hate crime
The figures presented here cover the following grounds: race/colour, ethnicity/national origin, and citizenship and language. They also include
hate crimes committed with an anti-Roma bias.

116

Anti-LGBTI hate crime
Official data for hate crimes motivated by bias against lesbian, gay and bisexual people (91 hate crimes) and by bias against transgender people
(30 hate crimes) were reported separately, but are presented together here.

62

Anti-Roma hate crime

45

Anti-Muslim hate crime

30

Disability hate crime

30

Other hate crime based on religion or belief

24

Anti-Christian hate crime

8

Anti-Semitic hate crime



Police data by type of crime

Cases of defamation and discrimination reported to ODIHR are not included in the breakdown below as they fall

outside of the OSCE's definition of hate crime. With the consent of the Roma community, hate crimes against Roma

people have been presented as a separate category below.

551

Physical assault
This category also includes attempted homicides.

317

Threats/ threatening behaviour

151

Damage to property

58

Disturbance of the peace

30

Incitement to violence

21

Unspecified
This category includes various uncategorized offences that do not fall into any of the above types of crime.

16

Theft/ robbery

10

Sexual assault

8

Vandalism



National Developments
The Government Action Plan for Combating Racism and Promoting Good Relations between Population Groups was

published by the Ministry of Justice in January 2022. The Action Plan is based on a situation assessment, and it includes

eight key objectives and 52 measures to be carried out in different branches of government in 2021–2023. The Action Plan

aims to dismantle structural inequalities in society, promote non-discrimination in Finnish working life, strengthen the

authorities' equality competences, raise awareness of racism and its various forms – including hate crime – and develop

research and data collection on the matter. The programme includes measures to tackle hate crime.

In 2022, the Ministry of Justice continued to implement a two-year project, Osaavat (Competent Actors), funded by the

European Commission's Rights, Equality and Citizenship Programme. The project aims to strengthen actions to combat hate

crimes and harassment, especially by developing the competences of professionals in various fields. Project partners are the

Ministry of the Interior, the Office of the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman and the Anti-Racist Forum. The objective of the

project is to improve national co-ordination and information exchange, strengthen the competence of professionals, develop

data collection and strengthen the role of civil society in work to combat hate crimes. This is done by conceptualizing a

Centre of Excellence for work against hate crimes and discrimination, and by piloting the Centre's activities. The project will

also assess the functioning of the concept and activities of the Centre of Excellence. The project also aims to strengthen the

competence of authorities in the fields of education and law enforcement. To this end, the Ministry of Interior organized 11

training sessions for police (one in each police district). Furthermore, a training for police chiefs was organized and material

published.

In 2022, hate crimes against the Russian minority in Finland were specifically monitored first on a weekly basis and later on

a monthly basis. The monitoring has shown that there has been a slight increase in cases against the minority due to

Russia's military attack on Ukraine.

On 1 January 2023, an amendment to the Criminal Code of Finland entered into force, adding "gender" to the list of

protected characteristics.

https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/handle/10024/163737
https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/handle/10024/163737


Incidents reported by civil society

Total 40 incidents

3 9 19 31

Racist and xenophobic hate crime

1 3 1 5

Anti-LGBTI hate crime

1 1 2 4

Anti-Muslim hate crime

1 3 4

Gender-based hate crime

1 2 3

Anti-Semitic hate crime

1 1

Anti-Christian hate crime

1 1

Disability hate crime

Violent attacks against people  Threats  Attacks against property

Please note that the total number of incidents may be lower than the sum of incidents presented in the breakdown chart above, as
some incidents involve multiple bias motivations.



Targeted properties

Total 26 attacks on property

17 1 2 20

Public space

1 1 1 3

Place of worship

2 1 3

Private property

Anti-Christian hate crime  Anti-Muslim hate crime  Racist and xenophobic hate crime

Anti-LGBTI hate crime  Anti-Semitic hate crime



Type of property attack

Total 24 attacks on property

19 2 2 23

Vandalism

1 1

Damage to property

Anti-LGBTI hate crime  Racist and xenophobic hate crime  Anti-Muslim hate crime

Anti-Semitic hate crime


